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A teacher is a noble friend 

She gives us knowledge of modern trends, 

The changes that are taking place 

A teacher is said to be a philosopher 

Who preaches the truth to nurture 

So that we bloom, and flourish 

Where she takes the chances to nourish 

A teacher is a true guide 

Who makes the life a jolly ride 

Through ups and downs of life today 

Makes us toil with gay 

Thus from the inner case of my heart 

I pray to almighty to shower plenty 

All glory, comfort, calm, and health 

To my teacher who are the nation’s wealth.
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They say Physics can answer my question 

It knows the formula for motion and relation 

But how? I can’t find any formula as a solution 

For my problem involving our nation. 

 
Year by year, economy salutes Gravity 

It’s going down constantly. 

Why can’t be like Electricity 

That the longer you spend energy, the higher the economy will be. 

 
 

They say the Physics has the exact computation 

Following theories for long generation 

But can Physics also know the reason? 

Why I always kept you in imagination 

 
I can explain resistivity and velocity... 

But when you are in front of me, I really forget my identity 

Even though I try to recall all the theory 

I am sorry Mr. Isaac, you forgot to study about the 

 
 

LAW OF LOVE AND HARMONY…. 
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One day a fisherman got up very early in the morning. There was not enough sunlight 

to get into the sea. He saw a pack of stones to pass time. He started throwing the stone into 

the sea. While he had last stone in the hand, the sun came out and then he saw that the stone 

was a diamond and all the stones he had thrown away were diamonds as well. He felt 

miserable at his misfortune of throwing the diamonds into the sea……. 

 

Moral:  Look At Opportunities Before Throwing Them Away…………. 
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INTRODUCTION 

TikTok is a video sharing social network service founded in 2012. It is used to create short 

lip-sync, comedy and talent videos. Technology is made to reduce our working time. Now a 

days youths and adults are more addicted to social media especially TikTok. 

 

CHARACTERS: Renu & Banu 

 

Renu: Hey Banu! Come on let us do one TikTok video. 

Banu: But we are on exam holidays, how can we waste our time? 

Renu: Hey! It is just a few seconds video, and there is one week time of for our exam. Come  

On just relax for some time. 

Banu: Ohh! Ok. 

Renu: First we have to look for a video which is unique and famous. 

(They both spent 1 hour for selecting the video. Finally they selected their video) 

Banu: Let us make aTikTok. 

Renu: Hey, wait for a while. We need to do make-up for this act. 

(Both of them spent half an hour for make-up. Finally they completed their TikTok video) 

Banu: Hey Renu check the views and likes for our video. 

Renu: Yes dear, sure. 

(No likes to their video) 

Renu: Banu, we should wait for some days to get good comments and likes. 

Banu: Yes, you are right Renu. 

(The whole day was wasted. Renu and Banu continuously checking their videos for likes. 

They  had even forgotten their exams. Finally they failed in their exams). 
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Like Banu and Renu, most of the people are addicted to social media. Not only adults 

and youth but also small children. We should operate the technology. Technology should not 

operate us. We must make use of it, by not getting addicted to them. 
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